
This brochure is to be given by Healthcare Professionals to patients prescribed with Pfizer medicine(s)

Need help? Contact us at +65 31388159 or
email us at medkaki@mclinica.com

Download the MedKaki App, available on the 
Google Play Store or Apple App Store.
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MedKaki is a digital platform providing assistance to eligible patients 
who may require help with managing the cost of their treatment.

The programs in MedKaki are open to subsidized patients from selected 
public hospitals, who are prescribed with medications listed on MedKaki. 
Patients may voluntarily sign up for a program or upon advice from their 
doctors.

MedKaki provides a convenient platform for patients to:
- register for assistance
- submit supporting documents 
- receive guidance on medicine collection

What is ?

Upload supporting
documents

e.g. valid prescription

Upon approval, collect your
medicines from a retail pharmacy

Download the MedKaki app
and create a profile

Enroll in a program
corresponding to your treatment 

Scan the QR code
to watch the instructional video.



Download the MedKaki app and 
create a new patient profile

Enroll into a patient program.
All programs are a co-pay model

You will need to purchase part of your monthly supply 
from the hospital pharmacy, with the rest provided by 
your program 

Ask your doctor for a
physical prescription

You will receive in-app 
e-vouchers after your 
documents are processed 

- Upload a picture of your
prescription and proof of
purchase in MedKaki 

- choose a Watsons pharmacy
for medication collection 

Processing your submission 
requires 5 working days 

Enrolling into a Patient
Assistance Program

Submit your 
supporting documents

Collecting your
program medications You may repeat this process 

monthly as long as you are on 
treatment 

The pharmacist will check your 
documents and allow you to 
scan the Watsons pharmacy
QR code to complete PAP 
medication collection process

Proceed to your selected Watsons 
Pharmacy with your prescription, 
NRIC and in-app e-vouchers

Consider contacting the Watsons pharmacy on
operational hours before collecting your medicine(s)


